
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of content
strategy manager. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While
this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of
the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for content strategy manager

Oversee management of content development budget
Manage Global usage rights for digital video content
Lead the Innovation Agenda for Digital, Payments & Cards Marketing
through the “Incubation” of Strategic and Transformational Projects
Lead the development of an Integrated Content Management Strategy for
the Digital, Payments and Cards Marketing team that addresses unique
needs of its various products, Client segments and business priorities
Lead the Annual Strategic Planning process for the Digital, Payments and
Cards Marketing team including the development of the Integrated
document and socialization process with key Stakeholders
Represent Digital, Payments and Cards on Integrated Canadian Banking
Programs and champion our team’s unique business needs, Client Segments
and priorities
Lead the monthly Marketing Executive Committee and Marketing Leadership
meetings including the development of agendas, facilitation of discussion and
follow up on deliverables
Proactively monitor Competitive and broader industry trends and innovation
to identify new opportunities, risks and trends that require assessment
Lead and be the voice of the technology evolution for the Marketing team
through team innovation and education sessions
Lead the conversation between editorial and social teams, especially
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Qualifications for content strategy manager

Proficient in Microsoft Office (Excel, Word, PowerPoint) and social platforms
(Twitter, Facebook, G+, YouTube)
Strong understanding and active user of Snapchat platform a plus
Demonstrated interest in Digital and Social Media and Marketing, Beauty
experience a plus
Content production experience a plus
Creative thinker, who thinks outside the box
Net savvy (Active daily life and highly engaged in social networking sites & all
things Web 2.0)


